
In homecoming, “Pélleas et Mélisande” emphasizes the modern, melodramatic 
 
It is truly a rare treat to see a classic opera staged in the house in which it originally premiered. 
As fewer and fewer houses mount original productions, and the audience for niche works shrinks 
with every new version of crowd pleasing show-stoppers like “Porgy and Bess” or “The Magic 
Flute,” it is refreshing to see smaller yet storied spaces like Paris’ Opéra-Comique encourage 
serious consideration of older gems like “Pélleas et Mélisande,” a work that debuted in the same 
theatre in 1902. 
The work, a lyrical tone poem by French romantic composer Claude Debussy, is well regarded 
but rarely performed, considered a highlight of French classical music utterly lacking in normal 
narrative structure. 
The recent production at the Opéra-Comique, a sparse, modernist interpretation of Debussy only 
opera, seeks to fill in those narrative gaps. With a few minor exceptions, it nearly succeeds.  
The staging is part of a early summer celebration of Debussy’s work, complete with debate, 
discussion and analysis of the work and the French musical ideals it demonstrates. 
The production itself plays to a melodramatic hilt, flirting with the moralistic ideas of black, 
white and the grey areas in between that form the dramatic backbone of the opera. Clad similarly 
in simple clothes of black and white, the generally talented ensemble cast aptly explores the 
simmering tensions that drive the action forward. 
On an abstract stage of tilted surfaces and slanted lighting effects, it’s clear that no single 
character is meant to elicit the audience’s sympathy. Each character, privately tortured by his or 
her own personal failings and desires, hardly plays the role of obvious hero. 
How ironic then that Canadian Phillip Addis, in the titular role of Pélleas, nearly succeeds in 
winning over the hearts of his beloved Mélisande and the audience alike. His rich, velvety voice 
and boyish charm played well, even in moments where his desire drives the action. His 
confession of love in Act IV was a production touchstone, as well as his ‘hair’ aria in Act III, 
creatively staged as a sensual duet between the two principals. 
If Karen Vourc’h’s Mélisande was distant and distracted, it has more to do with the role than her 
singing of it. Mélisande is an enigma, never revealing her motivations while occasionally 
succumbing to her buried sexual desires. The waif-like and lovely Vourc’h sang the role with 
skill, with the exception of her labored Act V death scene. 
The rest of the cast shifted between moments of brilliance and stretches of banality, with Dima 
Bawab’s Yniold a surprising highlight against the dark, clumsy Arkel of Markus Hollop. Marc 
Barrard acted the role of Goulad better than he sang it, pulsing with palpable rage as the opera 
moved on towards its desolate conclusion. His brute force in the Act IV murder scene was 
terrifying in its simplicity. 
The production was not a complete triumph. The orchestra treated Debussy’s obscure score with 
great care, sometimes overpowering the more than adequate singers with the force of its strings. 
At curtain’s close, the audience is left with a sense of lingering doom and unfinished plot lines. 
Perhaps all appears, as Mélisande prophetically sings, better in the obscurity of the half-evening 
than in the full illumination of the midnight moon. 


